Armitage Shanks
what works
and why

An informative guide to whirlpool tubs.
The SPA pool and mini pool are made to cherish the human soul at all times. They provide the largest bathing area, with seating capacity of 5 or 4 adults and are the ideal solution for relaxing moments in the bathroom.

### Spa

**SPA Pool Rectangular**
210x190 cm
- 24 chrome jets: 14 air-jets and 10 water-jets
- 5 adults capacity
- Heat element & lighting feature
- Electronic touchpad

**SPA Mini Pool Rectangular**
190x170 cm
- 10 water-jets
- 4 adults capacity
- Manual air control
Island

The Island whirlpool tub is the synonym of comfort. Its round shape with diameter 150cm and the ergonomic design, completed by the integrated seat, provide maximum functionality and relaxation.

ISLAND Whirlpool tub Round 150 cm

- 8 chrome water-jets
  G746601
Kimera

Acrylic is a durable but versatile material, the forming of which can achieve whichever design will best suit the human body. The Kimera whirlpool tub features modern styling and includes a design-integrated headrest for extra comfort.
San Remo

The San Remo whirlpool tubs have been created to adapt to different bathroom areas, regardless of their style. Clear-cut lines, uncluttered design and stylishness distinguish the San Remo range.

San Remo
Whirlpool tub Rectangular
170x75 cm
• 8 chrome water-jets
• Hand grips
G700601
Relax Plus

The Relax Plus whirlpool tub has double the bathing area of most rectangular tubs. Its unique design incorporates modern aesthetics and the extra large bathing area for the ultimate in luxurious bathing. Yet, this corner tub will fit conveniently in almost any installation.

Relax Plus

Whirlpool tub Corner
150 cm

- 8 water-jets
- 12 air-jets
G700701